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ABSTRACT
L. L. Guttman's scaling 'procedures were used to

analyze United Stateslupreme Court decisions' concerning the press
for the period. 1971-1 81. Guttman scaling is essentially a means of
,determining whether a given set of responses is unidimensional,
meaning that the responses are part of a single hierarchical
continuum. The 44 press cases during the period were arranged from
those most favorable-to thoSe (least favorable to the press, while
justices were ranked according to their favorability to tits press'
(their overall record in the 44 cases). The resulting grid formed by,
the justices' votes on individual cases was 95% within the.idealized
triangular grid that Guttman scaling is supposed to produce when
,unidimensionality is evident.pe fact that Supreme Court Ju tices,
votes on press cases can be ordered on a Guttman scale above the. 9Q%
criterian is an indication that, the decisiop making process on thei
Court is somewhat simpler than many analysts have suggested, possibly
an indication that the Supreme Court decisions are politically
motivated along liberal-conservative dimensions: Coupled with
individual justices' votin4 trends and the.increasing trend toward
more decisions unfavorable to the press, the scaling data indige.e
that an antipress bloc on the Supreme Court is gaining strengtrr
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A Guttman Scale Analysis of tie' Burger Court's Press Decisions

1, Last year's AEJ pleffary sespion on the Burgerturt and the

A :
First.Amenament.exemplifiedtthe growing interest in ihe Supreme

Court's decision making process. The succession of decisions
4

Akfakeralite to the press in.the,lastdecade has led to much. g

specuilation and'deliberation on possible trends. However, this
J

,has hardlylkeen4either 'satisfying or conclusive, The Supreme

J-Court decisions on the preti'in the last decade have offered

.
,

sometklmg for everibodyw We-liournalists haveieen as pleasantly
.

. .

surprieed by Nebraska Press.AssociatiOn v. Stuart and Richmond

.

Newsrei,ers:v. Commonwealth of Virgi;ia as we were diimayed by
.. -.

Gannett v. DePassuale.
11 Within a single case, Gertz v. Welch,

1

we have found cause for'both chear.and dismay.2 If there is a

trend is not one easily discerned..

oUld seem an analysis of the overall record .of the

Court, 44 press, clase. during this periolveuId bo useful. This

paper is an attempt to do that by applying auttman scaling, an

item-analysis procedure widely used in the social sCAnces, to

thisgrOUp of docieionse3
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two .

We have defined
the'period'to be. covered as beginning y_ititi

j 1971..72 session ti contlnuing'to the present.
What is referred,

to.as the "Burger Court" by those analyzing
decisions began not when

Warren Burger became Chief Justice in 1969, but two yearsjlater when

William Rehnquist and Lewls_Powell became the third, and:fourth Nixon

appointees on the' Court. This also is a convenient period for

analysis because it is one of unprecedented stability"on the Court.

Since 197i there has been only one change--the resignation;of'JustiCe

William 0. Douglas and appoiniment'of Justice John Paul, Stevens in

1975. Never before has there been a 10 -year period in which eight

justices have served together on the Court. This would simplify any

analysiiiof voting, but for Guttma scaling it is especially helpful.

. Our analysisinciedwpress cases, but not,speoCh cases during

that'period. We imposed this limitation for three reasons.. First,

it la a limitation that seems logical for journal/sta.' Second, we

.

have'complied the record, on speech cases and found that, in First

ti

Amendment terms, the'Supreme Court in the last decade has teen

clearly less favorable on'speech:cases. BeCause of,thie; it goons

to us thatinclUding thee. rould ConfoUnd matters. Third, this

limitation Makes the.study more manageable, both tioj our standpoini

and that of_ the audience.. We found 50 cam .that dealt with fri.iudom

of press a$ opposed to freedom of speech./In six Of these casiis. cone,

.._.
.

.

.

or more justices did not participate, so we have discarded them trait:

,
.

.

.

. i,

IF ,

this andelysis4 We included only the votoq'of the eight justices who

ilive been o the Court together these.10 years.
, -wore-
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Applying Guttman Scaling

Guttman scaling is essentially a means of determining whether

or not a given set of responses is unidimensional. Bp unidimensional,

we moan that the responses are part of a'single hierarchical continuum.

For example, suppose we ask persons these questionss-

1) Add 2 and 2

. 2) Fac\tor A2 - B2

3) Differentiate X2 with respect to X

We wouldtexpeot that a person who could answer the third question

could alswanswer the first two. We would be greatly surprised if

a person could answer Question 3.and not answer Question 1. For that

matter, we would.be very surprised if a person could answer Question

2 and not answer Question:1. Mathematics is organized and taught in

t

such a way that a person deals with addition before factoring'and

factoring before differentiation. For that reason,' if we knew that

a person answered two of those'quoutions correctly, we would assume

that we knew which two (1 and 2). That what we mean by

unidimensionality. Ar we substituted the question "Who as the

,first secretary of state of the U.S.?" for the second question, we

would not expect and probably not find any connection between the

ability to answer that question and either of the other two. Our

set would no longer be unidimensional.

Our example here uses responses to factual questions, but

but attitudinal responses and sets dr deCisions or 'actions have

been found to be unidimensio l..in some initances. Most pertiont

for our purpose's is Spaeth's find using Guttman scalingo_that

4
k

1,

--7Supreme Court civil-liberty
decisions in 1960, 196k and 1962 did

dokres.A unidimensional area,5

k
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four j)1 81

The question of unidillinasonOity is impCrta4 first'oi '

all because.complexitjr has so Chen been, podtuiated.With regard
. : r

to Supreme Court decisions. The general imprrSion is tgat a

multiplicityM gf fi6tors Aifffeot this decision.making process.

The impLtoation is thatbecaus#of this, we outside;i% really

will not be able to understaxid the .decision' - making process.

Beyond this,, Guttman scaling afters a lather convenient

way to look at a set of responses., It helps one to get Aens

of the whole picture rather than being restricted to dealing

with one decision at a time.

1 hie been pared -cord with the edura.1(

rules' of Guttman seal The decisions are arranged om those
,

most favorable to the.; ess (8-0) torthose least favorable tO

the press (0.8). The Justices are presented in cirderfrom

the losst favorable to the press, on the left to the mos0'

favorable to lie press on the right. Favorability, of,cOurse,

is determined on the.basie of their.votes arthese 44 cases.

What we ve id Table 1 then is basically a triangular pattern,

'show In general two things that Guttman scaling would presume&

1) The less favotable.Justices pro.pross votes are tard,the top

of the tables 2) The justices, who vote thefpress'in'the locs

favorable cases 0-7, 2-6, 3-5) also tote for the press in.the

cases ,in which the press gets wider support.

In a perfect Guttman scale, the.traingle would be completely

solUIs GAttman refire to the deldations frail; that as errors. For

example on CBS vi Democratic Natibnal Committee, fi*On that therO.

4

-more..
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.

are only six favorable votes; the favorable. votes by Justice

.

RehnwuisOand Chief Justice Warren,19urger are erroNill the Guttman

t'
scaling perspective. Note that we have underlinedthese responses;,

as we have ailAlerrer" responses in Table 1. ,Guhtman's criterion

for determining whether or. not set of respcinses is*unidimensidnal,

or as he refers tct it, scalable, is that the number of errors must

not exceed 10 percent of the responses. The nuifiber of "correct"

responses thus mustbe at least' 90 percentof t total number of

4

responses: Guttman refers tcthe ratio.o correct responses to

(-,total responses as the coefficient of 'reproducibility, a term we

.have used atAthe foot o the table.

.0

Findings
-

We should begin by noting that the press lost a majority of

the casts reportedin

19 'cases (143 percen )

;AL ---
If we add the 'si)e.'"cases elimina from

' /'
Table 1. The verdicts.iwese for the press in

and against thepress in 2c,; cases (57 percent).

or more justices did not participatt,

and 28 against (56 percent). ThWis

our analysFS because orlp

the tally is 22 for (114 percent)'

in-Sharp contrast with the
4

figure Padgett reported for the period 1931 to 1969 He found that

the press wan 60 of 95 cases or 63 percent.6 So, while the Burger

tOlas not been against the press all the-time, it iias been against

it o than had previously lieen the case.

.41102'0..

1
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The firit thing that should be noticed in Table 1 is the

wide tango among' the justices
in frequency of voting 14 the

-.prods. JVatice William
Rehnquist voted for' the press just

(
2q

percent of the time, while Justice Thurgood Marshall
x

oted for

,. .* '

the press 89 peacent,of the Crime. In between were C 0 Justice

Warren Burger, 34 percent; JpstiCia Hairy Blackmun and B;ron

l
Whits,, each 34 percent,. Justice

LewiskPowell,'48 percent; /

Judtice Potter
Stewart, 77 percent, and Justice William Brennan,)

4.
,

At
86 percent. 'Those figures suggest, and the table confirms that

1

, there is considerable block voti4g,

7 4!

t
Justices Stewart, Brennan and Marshall voted the same way

or

a

on 75 percent of these cases --usually for the
press. Justices.J

O

Burger, Blackanin. Powell and Rehnquist, the four Nixon appointec

voted together on 59 percent of these cases -- usually against re

press.

44

Overall, we do have a unidimensional area or what Guttman

calls a soalkble universe. There are only 19 errors ix'-the 352

responsei, add coefficient:of
reprodalapility is .95, well.

as ve the required .90. What is more important is that in 30

of the 44 .cases, we have a perfect scale type- t-is,.no error

4,-

responses on that case. pat is unusually high, and indicates that
ef

the Supreme Court votes on press cases meet the Guttman scat g. ,

.

.

criteria very well.

4
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I

'should be noted that this tnidimensional area ayere

a wide range of press law topics, Tr ere are cases dealing with

r'4

First Amendment protection, First Amendment access, libel; privacy,

fro!press-fp trial, obsCenity and freeom of information. What

le
we havefound)is thus a consistent pattern of response by the

olusticesOn,a wide variety of press situations. Likewise, the

Constitutional issues involved are varied,

Discussion.

When we'say that these cases form a scalab universe or

a'unidimensiona1 area, that does it tell us about the deoision-'

making process? First of ill, it tells us that theretis one

overriding factor in that decision making, There may be many

factors that enter into Supreme Court decision making, but

everything comes down to a single

or attitude or predisposition is,

isicanalstenti1y on the anti-press

factor. Whatever that factor

it is Such that JtistiCe Rehnquist

side of the continuum and Justicoi

Marshall and Brennan even more consistently on the pr

The deviation's from the continuum are infrequent. 1

press side.

What, is the overriding factor? The temptation is to suggost

that we we have here is a liberalism-conservatisi clontintum,That is

a conclusion which fits 'the data. There is not, however,Conclusive

proof that this is the answer. We could be dealing mith judicial

philosophy or how the justices view the Constitution,

O

1,

-more-
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It would be nice, of course, to find an answer la* speaks

of some principle of jurisprudence. Yet thOse who see jurisprudence

here Must account for thS fact that Justices Rehnquist and Marshall

disagree 77 percent of the time. We think more of jurisprudence

than that.

If it is lbooking to's eat that what we are watching in

not jurisprudence, it should nonetheless
the Supreme Court is poll

come as not much of a surprise. After 011, most state and rational

politiciariwarellawysrs. The inverse is probably not true, but

politics and the regal profession are notktiangers.

Whether it is politics or not, however,fis less Important than

the fast that these data indicate LA the decisi making process

is somewhat simpler than many have sliggested. On does not have to

go to the lengths that. Woodward and Armitrong4iid to understand

the process.?
I

Finally, the picture Table 1 paints for the press is not.an
. . ,

encouraging one. The -Wale goesui more favorable to less

favorable from top to bottom. .
If ,y9a look at the dates on the

cases, there re more recent cases toward the bottom of the table. ...--)

V. Court appears to be becoming slightly less favorable to the

prose as timsrgoes on. There also is not much indication'that

blpic votiig is dimtshing. With all three members of the pro-

press block mentioned in retirement rumors of late, the solidity

of the anti4ress Tp.ock is clear cause for discouragement.

c

1s.
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TABU 1 -

How gamine Court _Justices Voto4 21 WEL LUIR, 1971,e8
RBDWP-S 14 B
e ulhotarh raiw.ere
n gotewsi nq ekelahn

, ...._ u r ,m 1 x a a
i a t 1 n

I
- s n 1

t
I(

Kota v. Wisoonsiii (1972) xxxxxxxx
Roadsn v. Kentuoky (1973) x x x x x x x x

MASA Herald v. Tortaillo (WM x x x x x x x x
Jenkins v e oral' (19710 xxxxxixxx 4

Nebras Association (1976) x x x x x' 31 X x*
v. Alabama (1976) xxxxxxxx* 4

l___

0 b3.ishing Co. (1977) x x x x x x x x gy

Cox v. Cohn (1975) x x x x x x! x *

Murphy v. Florida (1973) xxxxxxx
Virginia Board, of Pharmacy (1976) xx. xxxxx*
Carey v. Population+ Services (1977) x x x x x x
CBS v. Dem. Nat. Cow. (1973) 7 X X X X X X
Bigelow v. Virginia), (197.5) x x x x x x
Conn. v. FSC (1980) xxxxx
Flamm v. V.S. (1922) e X X X X x*
Papish v. Board of Curators (1973) x x x x x *

73
S.N. Promotions v. Conrad (1975) m x x x x
trsnosnik v. Jacksonville 19 x x x x x
Lehman v. Shaker Heights .49710 ' x x x x *
Zacohini v. Sorippe-Howard (1977) x x x x * '
Young v. American Th (1976) x x x x
Bates v. Arisona Dar 1977) x x x x
Pacifica v. FCC (1978 x x x x
Gannett v. DeiPe.squae (1979) x x X x
Dransburg v. Hayes (1972) 1, x x x
Lloyd v. Tanner 1971

, x x x
Paris v. sista% 1973, x x *

Kaplan v. California' (1973) x x x *
U.S. v.112 Rona Super 8 (1973) x x x *1
u.s. v. orito (1973) x x x *
Heller v. State at New York (1973) x x x t

A 1. Virginia (1973) x, x x
Miller v. ifornis. (1973) X 3 X *

Ward v. inois 1977) x x x *
Herbert v. o (1979) x x x *

Pittenrgh Press v. MC (1973) x it x .1
Saxbe v. Washington Post (1970 x x x
Gertz v. Weloh (19710 x x x

Pell v. Proem:net (1970
x x *

Hutchinson v. PTO:Cdr. 019791 . x *

1100110,011 v. Reader's Digest (1979) x *

Nixon v. Warner Communications (1978) x

Cantrell], v. Forest City Pub (1974(
Friedman v. Rogers (1979) x

*
1 411, A

Coefficient of Reproducibility .Y5 * Scale Type

I '- #
)11
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